
Let the record reflect, I STRONGLY OPPOSE HB3063:  
 
For those listed above that truly do not already know: 
 
VACCINES ARE A MULTI BILLION DOLLAR INDUSTRY AND NOT EVEN ONE 
PROPER DOUBLE BLIND, INERT PLACEBO CONTROLLED SAFETY STUDY HAS 
EVER BEEN PERFORMED ON EVEN ONE OF THE CDC RECOMMENDED 72 DOSE 
SCHEDULE!  
 
The CDC- Centers for Disease Control owns at least 56 vaccines “technologies” the 
same federal agency promoting and increasing the dosage schedule that has ZERO 
proper safety studies, which is a gross conflict of interest. vaccine inassignee:centers 
inassignee:for inassignee:disease inassignee:control - Google Search 
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Most are aware, but for those that are not, it is disturbing that in 1986, Ronald Reagan 
awarded vaccine manufacturers legal immunity from being sued by people 
maimed by injections. (Childhood Vaccine Injury Act) The Vaccine Injury 
Compensation Program to date has paid out over $4,000,103,277.34 of American 
taxpayer dollars to families who have suffered adverse reactions including death from 
vaccine products. This panel is considering legislation lobbied for by pharmaceutical 
companies, mandating the injection of a product FREE FROM ANY LIABILITY. US LAW 
regards vaccines as “unavoidably unsafe". Vaccine mandates do not belong in a free 
country. Our Representatives should not be allowed to accept any contributions from 
these Propaganda machines as it creates a slippery slope for the legislation you then 
support.  
 
Vaccines are some of the most complicated pharmaceuticals to produce. The actual 
vaccine inserts (not the information page the nurse or doctor hands out) are very, very 
long and list multiple adverse reactions including encephalitis, seizures, and 
death.  Insitute for Vaccine Safety - Package Inserts and Manufacturers As the dosage 
schedule has gone up, so has the incidence in the United States of SIDS, autism, 
allergies, autoimmune disorders, childhood cancers and other neurological issues. 
Many vaccines contain aluminum (1) including the HEP B vaccine given to first day old 
babies!  
 

https://www.google.com/search?tbo=p&tbm=pts&hl=en&q=vaccine+inassignee:centers+inassignee:for+inassignee:disease+inassignee:control&tbs=,ptss:g&num=100
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http://www.vaccinesafety.edu/package_inserts.htm
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Have you ever researched the ingredients of each vaccine? Many pro-Life supporters 
would be shocked to know that M-M-R vaccine (Rubella Wistar RA 27/3 Strain) contains 
fragments of human diploid cells (WI-38) a strain composed of fibroblasts derived from 
lung tissue of a 3-months gestation female 
fetus https://www.cdc.gov/vaccines/pubs/pinkbook/downloads/appendices/B/excipient-
table-2.pdf The problem furthermore being that the tissue for culture must be ALIVE!!!! 
Those that are injected with this LIVE vaccine are SHEDDING AND SPREADING 
VACCINE STRAIN MEASLES MUMPS AND RUBELLA! Flu and chickenpox vaccine 
strains https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3667938/  Eurosurveillance | 
Case of vaccine-associated measles five weeks post-immunisation, British Columbia, 
Canada, October 2013 Did you know CHINA is the leading manufacturer of the 
vaccines we are given and administering in the USA?! The longer that fetal cell lines 
replicate the more mutations can occur! 
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As a parent of a vaccine injured child, I can tell you, the risk FAR OUTWEIGHED ANY 
PERCEIVED BENEFIT. 

HB3063 is a wolf in sheep’s disguise. One does not need any 
special degree to look at the ingredients in any one vaccine to see 
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what is being done to generations of humans. It is an 
abomination. Humans are created with an intact immune system- 
our Creator didn’t make a mistake, we did. We blindly trust 
that somehow doctors and nurses and other healthcare professionals know everything and always 

have our best interests at heart. While many of them do, many simply do not—and when our own 
Representatives, Senators, Congressmen and Committee members are supporting the mandate of 
vaccine products with NO LIABILITY and NO MOTIVATION TO MAKE THEIR PRODUCTS SAFER, you are 
directly holding their children’s education hostage, using coercion to perform a medical procedure with 
WELL documented risk including DEATH and we DO NOT CONSENT. The Nuremburg Code has been 
violated in that we are the test subjects.  

I understand that as a politician, you are able to accept 
contributions from companies like Merck, Sanofi Pasteur, GlaxoSmithCline, Pfizer, 
Novartis, or other PACs, public health authorities and deep state 
interests, etc, but you must also understand that at some point 
people will realize the truth and that is that real science proves 
vaccines are more dangerous than they are beneficial. 

 

Which side of history are you on? What will be YOUR legacy? 

 
 
 
 
https://olis.leg.state.or.us/liz/2019R1/Downloads/MeasureDocument/HB3063/Introduced 
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